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Researchers often submit author names to digital library systems to search for papers. However, in the search results, papers by different authors with identical names are mixed together. While existing work on this problem often employs several attributes, such as the title, abstract, and author affiliation, Fan et al. developed GHOST, a system that employs co-authorship attributes only and groups the papers by the same authors into identical clusters.

GHOST consists of five steps: graph construction, valid path selection, similarity computation, name clustering, and user feedback. In the similarity computation step, the authors define similarity--"the confidence of two nodes corresponding to the same author"--and then utilize the computation scheme of the total resistance of a parallel circuit in Ohm's law. This idea is unique and will be helpful for researchers who work on social network analysis. In the name clustering step, the authors employ affinity propagation, which almost provides the same accuracy as classical agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Thus, they need to further improve the affinity propagation scheme. They evaluate the clustering scheme using precision, recall, and F-score; however, they also need to evaluate it with measures such as purity, inverse purity, and the B-cubed clustering measure, which are often used in clustering. In addition, this is the first work that employs user feedback in the name disambiguation problem. Their achieved runtime (0.5 to 2 seconds) to disambiguate an author name is reasonable. Also, GHOST was applied in CDBLP (http://www.cdblp.cn), a real database system.

The authors' finding that the affiliation information of each author is important will be helpful to people who develop disambiguation systems in search engines.
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